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Jet Mobile Financial System
carrier-grade solution for subscribers to use their mobile accounts
to make mobile payments, mobile transfers, perform various mobile
banking and other operations to pay for operator services.
Jet Mobile Financial System is a very scalable, high-performance
solution for processing payments and money transfer between
subscribers’ accounts. Transaction processing is carried out with a
guaranteed lack of downtime. High-speed network interfaces allow
JMFS to easily integrate with existing payment systems, such as
SWIFT, VISA, MC, AMEX and ISO8583.
JMFS can receive transactions via a variety of standard
telecommunication channels (SMS, IVR, WAP, e-mail, USSD) for
different means of payment, including prepaid and postpaid mobile
accounts, credit and debit cards, scratch cards. The platform also
manages complex financial transactions involving multiple parties,
integrates with different telecom systems and networks, including
billing, balance and subscribers databases.
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MOBILE PAYMENTS
For relatively small payments such as retail purchases, restaurant bills,
cafes and parking fee, subscribers can use mobile device and make
payments directly from “stored value account”. Information about such
accounts is stored in mobile commerce system. Subscribers can put
money on such accounts using traditional payment methods, such as
credit or debit cards, bank accounts, payment terminals.
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Notifications and
Acknowledgement

Operators can use JMFS to create a
system of person-to-person money
transfer through their mobile accounts,
saving people from having to pay cash.
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MOBILE BANKING
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SERVICES

Reload and
prepaid

CONTACTS

Retail
payment

Jet Infosystems

Fund
transfer

+7 495 411 76 01

Bill
payment

Balance
inquiry

info@jet.msk.su

Offers and
alerts

www.telco.jet.su

